Sensitivity of ex situ and in situ spectral surface plasmon resonance sensors in the analysis of protein arrays.
We have investigated the sensitivity of ex situ (analysis under air condition) and in situ (analysis under liquid condition) spectral SPR sensors, which were self-constructed with fiber optic spectrometers. The sensitivity of SPR sensors was analyzed in the wavelength range of 550-780 nm by the interactions of streptavidin and biotinylated IgG, and the sensitivity was dependent on the wavelength of measurements. The sensitivity of an ex situ SPR sensor operated at the long wavelength range from 712 nm was approximately 2.6 times higher than that at the short wavelength range from 571 nm. In addition, the sensitivity of an ex situ spectral SPR sensor was about twice as high as that of an in situ spectral SPR sensor for the same resonance wavelength range. This was interpreted in that the difference in sensitivity between two SPR sensors was significantly caused by the evanescent field intensity at the metal/dielectric interface. Thus, it was suggested that ex situ spectral SPR sensors operated at the long wavelength range are sensitive biosensors for the high-throughput analysis of protein interactions on protein arrays.